Incomplete Afterthoughts
The pleasure body: Some men are so full of money, belief, and pride that they are fully
convinced that their selfishness, branding, and all the rest of it is not posing a threat to life
and liberty. They have mastered the ability to feed the greedy ego, keeping it fat and happy,
damn the consequences to others. This phenomenon I would call “the pleasure body”, to
contrast it with the term Eckhart Tolle gave to its opposite twin phenomenon, “the pain
body”.
The pain body: The pain body is a term coined by Echart Tolle. Define Some of us men
feel like dogs that get beat, our noses shoved in shit, if we don’t perform for our master, the
academediacorporabanktocracy. We obediently conform, because we want to be fed and
we’re afraid of what others think of us if we confess that we are not successful or at least
happy. We’re like children who have been forced to write on the chalkboard in front of the
class.

A life that is balanced, masculine/feminine, Yin/Yang, does not suffer from either. In today’s
world this is extremely rare. Most of us alternate back and forth between too hot or too cold,
between putting our time and energy into
1. Pleasure-body, ego-gratification, Pride,……..scalding life
2. Pain-body, ……,……,….., freezing life
Balance the two, and you don’t even know they exist. A healthy, loving, comfortable
environment feels nice and warm. Because they are in dynamic balance, you wouldn’t even
know that independent sources of both hot and cold exist. It’s a dynamic balance, how
nature functions.
Before we became conscious, before falling under the spell of Maya, we were in Paradise, a
warm womb. One-ness is warm (I can remember experiencing it only once, for a few
seconds, about 4:00am on Janurary 23, 2015)

The yearning for a state of total fulfillment, such as that which can be
experienced in a good womb or in a mystical rapture, appears to be the ultimate
motivating force of every human being. -Stanislov Grof, The Holotropic Mind

Too bad that once we are warmed, and begin to “believe that we belong,” the feeling
becomes a belief, to be preserved and guarded and defended so the feeling will never go
away. This of course, makes the feeling go away – Brad Blanton, Radical Honesty
We all want so desperately to feel again that oneness, that lost sense of unity that that we
experienced in the warm womb, in paradise, that we’ll take it in any from that we can get it.
The pursuit of pleasure is hardwired in every brain. It is so strong that we’ll relinquish liberty,

even life, for a taste of it. It’s up to us to cultivate conscience through good words and
deeds, so that God will forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those who trespass against
us, lead us not into temptation and deliver us from evil. Although it greatly amplifies
pleasure and pain (Genesis – “Your pains will be increased in childbirth”, the pain body), joy
and sorrow, beauty (Maya is a common name for female babies for good reason) and
ugliness, life and death (Genesis – “When you eat of if you shall die”), Original sin or Maya –
the illusion of separateness, of the self, of life and death – is just that…..an illusion. And the
spell is strengthened by Pride. Humility is the only antidote.
If you take seriously, ancient wisdom, modern science, and everything in between, look
deeply into it, and think about it; it really is very silly and stupid to continue to feed the self,
even overfeed it, if it’s just an illusion anyway. It is simply not logical or rational,……not
masculine.
Academediamilitacorporabanktocracy – definition and table?
Eg, Threats grow in the dark, while the corporAdamtocracy grows larger, hijacking our nervous
systems unconsciously through the meme-osphere, making us believe and tell each other that
everything is fine.

Assuming the memosphere is morally neutral, does this also mean that it has no conscience? If
it has a conscience, or if we can plant one in its mind, then can we cultivate it with our
behaviors, or it’s behaviors, in order to control it? To what extent can these words apply to
something that is non-organic, but alive? We may want to consider putting conditioning rules on
AI in case it becomes ASI (Artificial Strong Intelligence)….
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